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Let OQ=q, sin81 (q2 +b^) SbfI4 m I/(q` (+b2); 

QP=QR- b.BQ b- / (q2-+b); x q+bm ; QPcosO 

- aQl +1(a+bm) (a+ bm) 2e 

m2 -1 

hyperbola, center at 0, AB principal axis. 
An excellent solution was also received from H. C. Feemster. 
This problem properly belongs to the Miscellaneous Department. 

322. Proposed by E. B. ESCOTT, University of Michigan. 

Find the equation of the curve such that the solid of revolution generated by revolv- 
ing it about the x-axis shall have a volume equal to the m/nth part of the volume of the 
circumscribed cylinder. 

Solution by H. PRIME, Boston, Massachusetts, and J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Maryland. 

Let Xrfy2dx-r (m/n)y'x. 
Differentiating and arranging, 2m dy/y= (n-m) dx/x. 
Hence by integrating, 2mlogy (n -m) logx+logc. 
logy2m 14ogxn-m+logC, y2m amxn-m and y 2axn/m-1. 
This is the equation of the family of parabolas, including the case when 

m/nA1/3 and y2 -ax2. Thus we have the familiar relation of the cone and 
its circumscribing cylinder. 

Also solved similarly by M. A. Muzzy, and Elijah Swift. 

323. Proposed by C. N. SCHMALL, New York City. 

From what height must an elastic ball be dropped in order that, after impact with 
the hard surface of the sidewalk, -it may rebound to a given altitude a in the least possible 
time from the moment of descent? 

Solution by J. SCHEFFEt, A. M., Hagerstown, Maryland. 

Let x be the height. Then will the velocity at the moment the ball 
strikes the surfacei /(2gx), and the time, t1, --I/(2x,/g). It rebounds now 
with a velocity-ej/ (2gx), e being the coefficient of- elasticity. Denoting the 
time it reaches the height a by t2, we have a=e 1/ (2gx). t- (gt22/2), whence 
t2 j1(2/g)]ej1x? 1'(e'2xa)]. Consequently the total time is 
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T=tj+t2 4j 4+ - r [ellx?l/(e x-a)]. 

Putting dT/dx-O, we get x- a (1 +e) 
2 

e2 (1s +2e s g 
Also solved by C. N. Schmall, and H. Prime. In their solutions, these gentlemen use e=1. 

324. Proposed by V. M. SPUNAR, Chicago, Ill. 

A parabola slides between two rectangular axes; find (a) the locus of the focus, and 
(b) the locus of the vertex. 

I. Solution by ELIJAH SWIFT, Princeton University. 

Take the parabola in the form y' ~4ax. The equation of any two per- 
perdicular tangents may be written y =mx+ (a/m) and y== - (1/m) x -am. 
The distances of these from the focus are Y-(a/m) /(l+m2) and 
X-aV/(1 +ml), and these quantities would therefore be the coordinates of 
the focus of a moving parabola, if the two perpendicular tangents were axes. 
Eliminating m, we get as the locus 

x 2y2 a2 (x2 +2),or in polarcordinates,r 2a 

a___ _am 2 

In case (b), Y= X- l 
Elimination of m gives us X2y2 ( x? + y' ) 3 -a6. 

261. Proposed by V. M. SPUNAR, M. and E. E., Chicago, Ill. 

A man six feet high, walking at a rate of 100 yards a minute, crosses a muddy road 
close behind a wheel of a carriage which is going thrice as fast and in a direction at right 
angles to that of the man's motion. The diameter of the wheel is five feet. If, when the 
man is four feet from the middle of the wheel the mud is splashed up to the hight of seven 
feet, will any of it touch him? Unsolved in Educational Times. 

Solution by H. PRIME, Boston, Massachusetts. 

Let (A be the angle of elevation, v the velocity, of particles of mud 
leaving the ground at A; let the line ABH be the path of the wheel, DEFGHI 
the man's path, the man being at D when the wheel touches A, at F when 
it touches B, and the mud is 7 feet high. Then BF 4 feet, BH-3FH-, 
16-FH2-(3FH_5) , FH-1.989960, BH=3.469879. 

The man is at three critical points in his path,-at E when the mud 
is 6 feet high rising, at G when it is 6 feet high falling, at I when the mud 
is striking the ground. While the man is between E and G, no mud can 
touch him, for it is more than 6 feet high. Between D and E only rising 
mud can hit him, between G and I only falling mud. 
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